An overview of the speech commands

DIRECT COMMANDS
- “Call [First Name] [Last Name]” e.g. “Call Fred Bloggs”
- “Location” e.g. “Location Europe”
- “Call number” e.g. “Call 123,456,789”
- “Drive” e.g. “Drive to [Address]”
- “Browse” e.g. “Browse USB”
- “Radio” e.g. “Radio FM 98,4 MHz”
- “Bluetooth” e.g. “Bluetooth”
- “Temperature” e.g. “Temperature 21 degrees”
- “Heat” e.g. “Heat”
- “Cool” e.g. “Cool”
- “Defrost” e.g. “Defrost on / off”
- “Demist” e.g. “Demist on / off”
- “Light” e.g. “Light on / off”

MULTI-TONES
- “Play”
- “Repeat off”
- “Repeat track”
- “Repeat folder”
- “Shuffle off”
- “Shuffle all”
- “Repeat name”
- “Repeat directory”
- “Play”

The greatest possible care was taken when compiling the contents of this Getting Started guide. The contents were correct at the time of printing. The features described in this guide may be modified or extended at any time without prior announcement. Therefore, we reserve the right to amend the specifications, part numbers and functions without prior announcement. This Getting Started guide may not be reproduced in part or in whole in any form or using any medium, without written permission from Ford. We reserve the right to amend the specifications, part numbers and functions without prior announcement. This Getting Started guide may not be reproduced in part or in whole in any form or using any medium, without written permission from Ford.

Voice commands allow you to operate both your Ford audio system and your mobile phone. You can control several functions using a defined dialogue with fixed voice commands. The exception is directed toward the driver seat. Speak the command clearly at an appropriate volume.

Voice control is this easy
To experience how easy it is to use voice control, try out the system using the following example:

1. Activate the voice control system by pressing the VOICE button (MODE button)*, wait till you hear the beep and then say the command. You can interrupt the stored command at any time by pressing the VOICE button (MODE button) again.
2. For example, it just takes a few simple steps to tune in the radio station of your choice:
   - Step 1: Press VOICE button (MODE button) “Beep”
   - Step 2: Say “Radio” “FM 123,4 MHz”
   - Step 3: Say “Radio” “Temperature 21 degrees”
3. The system will repeat the blocks it has understood up till then. Then you can continue your entry at that point.
4. When entering a phone number, use the command “Correction” to delete the last block of digits you entered.

Direct commands
To shorten the dialogue, you can use the following direct voice commands, among others, after pressing the VOICE button (MODE button):

- “Repeat off”
- “Repeat track”
- “Repeat folder”
- “Shuffle off”
- “Shuffle all”
- “Station name”
- “Play”
- “Climate”
- “Temperature”, e.g. “Temperature 21 degrees”
- “Auto mode”
- “Defrosting on / off”
- “Demisting on / off”
- “Line in” I “Auxiliary”
- “Play CD”
- “Play iPod”
- “Play USB”
- “Play Bluetooth”
- “Play Radio”
- “Drive”
- “Call [First Name] [Last Name]” e.g. “Call Fred Bloggs”
- “Location” e.g. “Location Europe”
- “Call number” e.g. “Call 123,456,789”
- “Drive” e.g. “Drive to [Address]”
- “Browse” e.g. “Browse USB”
- “Radio” e.g. “Radio FM 98,4 MHz”
- “Bluetooth” e.g. “Bluetooth”
- “Temperature” e.g. “Temperature 21 degrees”
- “Heat” e.g. “Heat”
- “Cool” e.g. “Cool”
- “Defrost” e.g. “Defrost on / off”
- “Demist” e.g. “Demist on / off”
- “Light” e.g. “Light on / off”
- “Call” e.g. “Call Fred Bloggs”
- “Location” e.g. “Location Europe”
- “Call number” e.g. “Call 123,456,789”
- “Drive” e.g. “Drive to [Address]”
- “Browse” e.g. “Browse USB”
- “Radio” e.g. “Radio FM 98,4 MHz”
- “Bluetooth” e.g. “Bluetooth”
- “Temperature” e.g. “Temperature 21 degrees”
- “Heat” e.g. “Heat”
- “Cool” e.g. “Cool”
- “Defrost” e.g. “Defrost on / off”
- “Demist” e.g. “Demist on / off”
- “Light” e.g. “Light on / off”

Voice commands need to be understood by the voice control system. Please use only the predefined commands (see Commands List).

The microphone is directed toward the driver’s seat. Speak the command clearly and at an appropriate volume.

Tip:
The command “Help”, “Cancel” and “Correction” can be used in every Voice controlled situation.

For example, if you know how to operate a certain function, you can use the predefined command “Help” at any time to hear the possible voice commands available.

Useful voice commands

Help
When you don't know what to do, you can use the voice command “Help” at any time to hear the possible voice commands available.

Direct commands
To shorten the dialogue, you can use the following direct voice commands, among others, after pressing the VOICE button (MODE button):

- “Repeat off”
- “Repeat track”
- “Repeat folder”
- “Shuffle off”
- “Shuffle all”
- “Station name”
- “Play”
- “Climate”
- “Temperature”, e.g. “Temperature 21 degrees”
- “Auto mode”
- “Defrosting on / off”
- “Demisting on / off”
- “Line in” I “Auxiliary”
- “Play CD”
- “Play iPod”
- “Play USB”
- “Play Bluetooth”
- “Play Radio”
- “Drive”
- “Call [First Name] [Last Name]” e.g. “Call Fred Bloggs”
- “Location” e.g. “Location Europe”
- “Call number” e.g. “Call 123,456,789”
- “Drive” e.g. “Drive to [Address]”
- “Browse” e.g. “Browse USB”
- “Radio” e.g. “Radio FM 98,4 MHz”
- “Bluetooth” e.g. “Bluetooth”
- “Temperature” e.g. “Temperature 21 degrees”
- “Heat” e.g. “Heat”
- “Cool” e.g. “Cool”
- “Defrost” e.g. “Defrost on / off”
- “Demist” e.g. “Demist on / off”
- “Light” e.g. “Light on / off”

Use the command “Cancel” or press the VOICE button (MODE button)* to end the dialogue at any time. By pressing the VOICE button (MODE button)* again, you can start up a new voice dialogue.

Correction
When entering a phone number, use the command “Correction” to delete the last block of digits you entered. The system will repeat the block. Then you can continue your entry at that point.

Please familiarize yourself further with your voice control system. After just a few steps you will discover how much fun it can be! For more details on voice control, see your Ford driver’s manual.

* The VOICE button (MODE button) is located either on the audio remote control on the steering wheel or on the turn signal lever.
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As you can see, a dialogue consists of just a few easy steps. Press the VOICE button (MODE button)*, choose a function and indicate the value/name.

For example, it just takes a few simple steps to tune in the radio station of your choice:

Step 1 Press VOICE button (MODE button) “Beep”
Step 2 Say “Radio” “FM 123,4”
Step 3 Say “Radio” “Temperature 21 degrees”

Please keep in mind that background noise in the vehicle (e.g. an open window or passengers talking) can interfere with the voice control system. Please use only the predefined commands (see Commands List).

When you don't know what to do, you can use the voice command “Help” at any time to hear the possible voice commands available.

Direct commands
To shorten the dialogue, you can use the following direct voice commands, among others, after pressing the VOICE button (MODE button):

- “Repeat off”
- “Repeat track”
- “Repeat folder”
- “Shuffle off”
- “Shuffle all”
- “Station name”
- “Play”
- “Climate”
- “Temperature”, e.g. “Temperature 21 degrees”
- “Auto mode”
- “Defrosting on / off”
- “Demisting on / off”
- “Line in” I “Auxiliary”
- “Play CD”
- “Play iPod”
- “Play USB”
- “Play Bluetooth”
- “Play Radio”
- “Drive”
- “Call [First Name] [Last Name]” e.g. “Call Fred Bloggs”
- “Location” e.g. “Location Europe”
- “Call number” e.g. “Call 123,456,789”
- “Drive” e.g. “Drive to [Address]”
- “Browse” e.g. “Browse USB”
- “Radio” e.g. “Radio FM 98,4 MHz”
- “Bluetooth” e.g. “Bluetooth”
- “Temperature” e.g. “Temperature 21 degrees”
- “Heat” e.g. “Heat”
- “Cool” e.g. “Cool”
- “Defrost” e.g. “Defrost on / off”
- “Demist” e.g. “Demist on / off”
- “Light” e.g. “Light on / off”

Use the command “Cancel” or press the VOICE button (MODE button)* to end the dialogue at any time. By pressing the VOICE button (MODE button)* again, you can start up a new voice dialogue.

Correction
When entering a phone number, use the command “Correction” to delete the last block of digits you entered. The system will repeat the block. Then you can continue your entry at that point.

Please familiarize yourself further with your voice control system. After just a few steps you will discover how much fun it can be! For more details on voice control, see your Ford driver’s manual.

* The VOICE button (MODE button) is located either on the audio remote control on the steering wheel or on the turn signal lever.
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access other information (frequently asked questions, step-by-step video instructions) on your Ford audio system.

To find out which mobile phones, USB devices and Apple products can be connected to the system and to phone?

Operate everything using voice commands?

No problem with your new Ford. This Getting Started guide. Would you like to use your mobile phone in your Ford? Or listen to music on your iPod, USB stick or mobile phone?

The Ford audio system uses the personal phonebook stored on your mobile phone (if your phone supports this function).

You have several options for making a phone call using your Ford audio system, which are described in the following section.

You can accept incoming calls using the optional "Mode" button or the optional button on the steering wheel.

The system will repeat the digits as a block. Please do not use any filler words.

Say the phone number in blocks of digits or as an uninterrupted sequence of digits.

You can reduce the number of steps by saying: "Call Fred Bloggs at home" in step 2.

You can reduce the number of steps by saying: "0123456789 dial" in step 3.

This feature requires the fields for "First name" and "Last name" to be filled out properly in your mobile phonebook.

You can reduce the number of steps by saying: "0123456789 dial" in step 3.

You can accept incoming calls using the optional "Mode" button or the optional button on the steering wheel.

The system will repeat the digits as a block. Please do not use any filler words.

Say the phone number in blocks of digits or as an uninterrupted sequence of digits.

You can reduce the number of steps by saying: "Call Fred Bloggs at home" in step 2.

You can reduce the number of steps by saying: "0123456789 dial" in step 3.

This feature requires the fields for "First name" and "Last name" to be filled out properly in your mobile phonebook.

You can reduce the number of steps by saying: "0123456789 dial" in step 3.

You can accept incoming calls using the optional "Mode" button or the optional button on the steering wheel.

The system will repeat the digits as a block. Please do not use any filler words.

Say the phone number in blocks of digits or as an uninterrupted sequence of digits.

You can reduce the number of steps by saying: "Call Fred Bloggs at home" in step 2.

You can reduce the number of steps by saying: "0123456789 dial" in step 3.

This feature requires the fields for "First name" and "Last name" to be filled out properly in your mobile phonebook.

You can reduce the number of steps by saying: "0123456789 dial" in step 3.

You can accept incoming calls using the optional "Mode" button or the optional button on the steering wheel.

The system will repeat the digits as a block. Please do not use any filler words.

Say the phone number in blocks of digits or as an uninterrupted sequence of digits.

You can reduce the number of steps by saying: "Call Fred Bloggs at home" in step 2.

You can reduce the number of steps by saying: "0123456789 dial" in step 3.

This feature requires the fields for "First name" and "Last name" to be filled out properly in your mobile phonebook.

You can reduce the number of steps by saying: "0123456789 dial" in step 3.

You can accept incoming calls using the optional "Mode" button or the optional button on the steering wheel.

The system will repeat the digits as a block. Please do not use any filler words.

Say the phone number in blocks of digits or as an uninterrupted sequence of digits.

You can reduce the number of steps by saying: "Call Fred Bloggs at home" in step 2.

You can reduce the number of steps by saying: "0123456789 dial" in step 3.

This feature requires the fields for "First name" and "Last name" to be filled out properly in your mobile phonebook.

You can reduce the number of steps by saying: "0123456789 dial" in step 3.

You can accept incoming calls using the optional "Mode" button or the optional button on the steering wheel.

The system will repeat the digits as a block. Please do not use any filler words.

Say the phone number in blocks of digits or as an uninterrupted sequence of digits.

You can reduce the number of steps by saying: "Call Fred Bloggs at home" in step 2.

You can reduce the number of steps by saying: "0123456789 dial" in step 3.

This feature requires the fields for "First name" and "Last name" to be filled out properly in your mobile phonebook.

You can reduce the number of steps by saying: "0123456789 dial" in step 3.

You can accept incoming calls using the optional "Mode" button or the optional button on the steering wheel.

The system will repeat the digits as a block. Please do not use any filler words.

Say the phone number in blocks of digits or as an uninterrupted sequence of digits.

You can reduce the number of steps by saying: "Call Fred Bloggs at home" in step 2.

You can reduce the number of steps by saying: "0123456789 dial" in step 3.

This feature requires the fields for "First name" and "Last name" to be filled out properly in your mobile phonebook.

You can reduce the number of steps by saying: "0123456789 dial" in step 3.

You can accept incoming calls using the optional "Mode" button or the optional button on the steering wheel.

The system will repeat the digits as a block. Please do not use any filler words.

Say the phone number in blocks of digits or as an uninterrupted sequence of digits.

You can reduce the number of steps by saying: "Call Fred Bloggs at home" in step 2.

You can reduce the number of steps by saying: "0123456789 dial" in step 3.

This feature requires the fields for "First name" and "Last name" to be filled out properly in your mobile phonebook.

You can reduce the number of steps by saying: "0123456789 dial" in step 3.